THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT THE FUTURE IS ORANGE
DRIVING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION WITH THE GC INDEX®

Telecommunications might have done more than any other technology
or industry to keep the world connected. Messages that might once
have taken weeks to travel from one person to another now arrive in
real time and barriers between people, organisations and societies
have been dismantled all over the world.
HOW FITTING THEN, THAT THE GC INDEX HELPED ONE OF THE WORLD’S
LARGEST TELECOM COMPANIES BUILD BRIDGES BETWEEN ITS OWN…
THE BACKGROUND
The future’s bright, the future’s Orange. But to build that
brighter future the company knew it had to improve its
customer experience.
A large part of this involved redesigning Orange’s digital
services to give customers more control and that meant
the Global CIO team undergoing a digital transformation
project, designed to support the wider business.

HOW THE GC INDEX® HELPED
CONT…
In order to manage this Orange applied The GC
Index® to its Global CIO leadership team to ensure
it had the right mix of people to drive the transformation.

HOW THE GC INDEX® HELPED
One integral part of this process was the removal of
silos, allowing different functions across the business
to work much more closely together.

www.thegcindex.com

HOW THE GC INDEX® HELPED CONT...
Once everyone in the team had completed The GC Index
they then received individual feedback, based on their profile.
They also took part in a team workshop, which brought
everyone the entire group together so that they could
explore their natural proclivities in the context of the whole.
This process highlighted three prominent distinct
management styles – contemporary, charismatic and
visionary, which opened up conversation around diversity
and how best to utilise the variety of potential impact and
different leadership skills at Orange’s disposal.
All of this inspired the company to take several steps. It
Launched a Digital Maturity Model assessment to anchor
objectives and assessed future CIO teams with a mix of
Company Leadership Model and The GC Index®.
It also chose relevant CIO teams to tackle the different
Digital transformation challenges and extended The GC
Index profiling to Business Partner teams and all CIO teams.

THIS PROCESS HIGHLIGHTED THREE PROMINENT DISTINCT MANAGEMENT
STYLES – CONTEMPORARY, CHARISMATIC AND VISIONARY.

THE RESULTS
All taken together Orange says that its work with The
GC Index has revealed potential Game Changers in its
ranks and helped it place a greater value on diversity.
It has also increased self confidence in its ranks,
particularly in and delivered superior performance
overall.

“The GC Index has provided a framework
to ensure we have the right mix of people
on our team and we are starting to see
superior performance as a result. If I have
to lead a digital transformation project
again it will be with the TM Forum’s Digital
Maturity Model (DMM) and The GC Index
by my side from the get-go.”
Pascal Viginier,
Inspector General, Orange
and former Group CIO, Orange
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